However we make heavy use of a lemma of Levi proved in [4] . Examples show that it is possible to realize pseudoline arrangements which are not combinatorially equivalent to any line arrangement. 2* Preliminaries, definitions, notation* DEFINITION 2.1. A finite collection, F, of simple closed curves in the real projective plane, each two of which have exactly one point in common, at which point they cross, is called a pseudoline arrangement. Each curve is called a pseudoline or, where there is no danger of confusion merely a line. The set of points of intersection of the lines of F is denoted I{F) and each point of I{F) is a vertex of F. If exactly two lines of F pass through a vertex it is simple or ordinary. By successive applications of this lemma we obtain a pseudoline arrangement containing F such that each two points of I(F) are on exactly one line of the arrangement. Each line of F is intersected by the lines of this extended arrangement in a finite number of points 617 partitioning the line into a finite number of open arcs. Let S be a set of points contained in the union of such arcs with exactly one point on each arc.
We now further extend the arrangement so that each point of S is joined by a pseudoline to each point of I(F). This enlarged arrangement is denoted F*. We are now able to confine our attention to this arrangement -F 7 *. We need some of the analogues of the order and separation properties of protective lines in the pseudolines of our arrangement F.
If Since F is not a near pencil, P and Q are distinct and we denote the line PQ by t. Furthermore, for the same reason, there exists a point R e I(F) not on t U I. Let RP f] I = R\ t Π I = Q' and 5 a point of S on the arc R'Q' which does not contain A.
Let ARΠt = V and RB Π ί = Λf. By the definition of neighbor it follows that F and Q lie together on the same segment of t with end point P and Q\ On the other hand A,B\\Q'R' => V, AT ||Q', P which means that F and M are on complementary segments of t with end points P and Q'. Thus M and Q are on complementary segments with end points P and Q', i.e., Λf,Q||P, Q' or BP, BQ\\BP, I. Hence P is not a neighbor of I relative to B.
But, as above, there are two neighbors of I relative to B and it follows that I has at least three neighbors. But XP and I separate XB and XC for any XeS on I. Hence t must pass through one of the points I Π m, £ Π n, m Π w. COROLLARY 3.2.1. Three or more lines of F meeting at one point cannot have a common neighbor. THEOREM 
If PeΙ(F) is a neighbor of a line I of F, then at most two of the points of intersection of I with lines of F through P are not simple.
Proof. The theorem is obvious if P is simple. Suppose, then, that m 1? m 2 , , m k , k > 2, are lines of F through P and that ίflmM i for each i. If P is a neighbor of I relative to the point X we may assume that M 1 and M 2 separate X from each of the other Mi i z= 3, 4, , k. Assume that M j9 j > 2, is not simple and that t is a third line (in addition to m d and I) through M s . If X' -t Π XP Ml = m γ {\ t and Ml = m 2 f] t then Ml, Ml\\X' 9 M 5 which implies that XMl and XMl separate XP and I. Thus P is not a neighbor of I relative to X. This contradiction means that each M 3 , j > 2, is simple and proves the theorem. COROLLARY 
If P is a neighbor of four lines of F, then P is a vertex of the diagonal triangle of the complete quadrilateral defined by the four lines. Furthermore P is simple, the two lines of F through P being the diagonal lines of the quadrilateral.
Proof. If P is a neighbor of the four lines l 19 £ 2 , £ 3 , £ 4 it follows from Corollary 3.2.1 that no three of these lines can be concurrent and the four lines form a complete quadrilateral, K.
By Theorem 3.2 any line of F through P must go through a pair of opposite vertices of K. Thus since there are certainly two (distinct) such lines, P is a vertex of the diagonal triangle of K.
If there were a third line of F through P it would have to be the third side of the diagonal triangle. But since the vertices of this triangle are certainly not simple we would have a contradiction of Theorem 3.3 and it follows that P must be simple. Proof. First observe that the theorem is true for a near pencil and dismiss this case from further consideration. Case 1. The order of I is zero. By Theorem 3.3 every neighbor of I must be simple and by Theorem 3.1 the rank, hence the index, of I is at least 3.
Case 2. The order of £ is 1.
Suppose P 1 and P 2 two nonsimple neighbors of I, M the line simple point on I and m the second line of F through M. It follows from Theorem 3.3 that there are exactly three lines of F through each of the points P t one of which must go through M and the other two of which meet I in the distinct points At and Bf
Since M is simple P λ M = P 2 M = m. Now if P 3 Φ P t , P 2 or M is a point on m then for some permutation (i, j, k) of (1, 2, 3) , P i9 M\\P i9 P k from which if follows that P 3 cannot be a neighbor of I. We can now conclude that there are at most two nonsimple neighbors of I. Thus Pi is not a neighbor of I relative to point Y.
But as in Theorem 3.1 there are two distinct neighbors of I relative to Y, both of which are simple. Thus the index of I is at least 3.
Case 3. The order of I is at least 3. The index of I is, by definition, at least 3. Proof. We count the number of simple points by observing the index for each of the n lines of F. In this count a particular simple point may be counted as many as six times, four as a neighbor and two because it lies on two lines of F. Elimination of k gives the desired result.
REMARK. That the inequality is sharp is shown by the seven lines forming a complete quadrilateral and its diagonal triangle. The three vertices of the diagonal triangle are the only simple points of the configuration.
